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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

OCA/USPS-RT1-1.  At page 3 of your testimony, you make the statement that the 
Technology Applications group was tasked with developing technology-based 
applications products, or services-oriented capabilities that would enable the Postal 
Service to better serve its customers.  The following questions are limited to domestic 
(non-international) activities of the Postal Service. 
a. Please provide a detailed description of the Postal Service’s “customers” as used 
at page 3, line 7.  Address, in this description, whether the Postal Service views its 
customers as limited to those individuals and businesses that send or receive “personal, 
educational, literary, and business correspondence,” as well as packages. 
b. If the Postal Service customer base is limited to individuals and businesses that  
send or receive “personal, educational, literary, and business correspondence,” and 
packages, then does the Postal Service view Electronic Postmark (EPM) customers as 
part of the set of individuals and businesses that  send or receive “personal, 
educational, literary, and business correspondence” and packages.  Explain in full. 
c. If the Postal Service customer base includes other types of “customers,” 
additional to individuals and businesses that send or receive “personal, educational, 
literary, and business correspondence,” and packages, are there any limits on whom 
the Postal Service might view as a customer?  If there are limits, what are they? 
d. Are there any limits on the types of commercial or retail services that the Postal 
Service might decide to provide to its customers, e.g., selling doughnuts?  Selling 
shoes?  Selling homeowners insurance to non-employees?  Providing a full array of 
banking services (for a fee) to non-employees? Explain fully.  If there are limits, what 
are they? 
e. Is it the policy of the Postal Service to limit the commercial or retail services it 
provides to mail-related services?  If not, why not? 
f. Is it the policy of the Postal Service to limit the commercial or retail services it 
provides to services that are close substitutes for mail, e.g. PostECS?  If not, why not? 
g. Does the Postal Service take the view that it may provide any type of 
commercial/retail product or service solely to earn additional revenues, without regard to 
the nature of the service and whether it has a close relationship to mail?  Please explain 
fully. 
h. Does the Postal Service take the view that there are any limitations on its ability 
to provide “nonpostal” services to its customers?  Please explain fully. 
i. Is EPM a postal service?  Please explain 
j. Or is EPM a “nonpostal” service?  Please explain. 
k. How does EPM relate to the Postal Service’s core mission to provide mail 
services and services incidental to mail services? 
 i. Is EPM a mail service? 
 ii. Is EPM incidental to a mail service? 
 iii. Is it the Postal Service’s position that EPM has nothing whatsoever to do 

with mail? 
iv. Is EPM a service that comes within the Postal Service’s fundamental 
mission because it is a substitute for/functions like a mail service? 
v. Explain your answers to k.i. – iv. fully. 
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 RESPONSE: 
 
 a. I am unaware of any intent to use the term “customer” in any other than 

the generic sense of the term – “one that purchases a commodity or service” (Webster’s 

Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary).  Therefore, I have no reason to believe that the term 

as used incorporated any limitation of the type described in your question. 

 b. Not applicable. 

 c.-h Objection filed.  

 i.-j. USPS EPM is a nonpostal service, as it is not a postal service.  It is not a 

postal service because, although I am not a lawyer, it is my understanding that it does 

not fall within any operative definition of a postal service. 

 k. USPS EPM relates to the basic function of the Postal Service in that, while 

postal services bind the Nation together through personal, educational, literary, and 

business correspondence, USPS EPM has the potential to bind the Nation together 

through provision of a widely-available, standardized, and commonly-accepted means 

to establish the integrity of the contents of an electronic file at a particular time and date.  

In that sense, it is a similar type of service to a postal service. 

  i. No, it is not a mail service. 

  ii. No, it is not incidental to a mail service. 

iii. Yes, it has nothing whatsoever to do with customary hard-copy 

mail. 

iv. No, it does not substitute for/function like a mail service, although, 

as noted above, it is in some sense a similar type of service. 

v. Those answers are self-explanatory. 
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OCA/USPS-RT1-2.  At page 3 of your testimony, you state that in a 1991 report 
commissioned by the Postal Service and prepared by a consulting firm, the consultant 
used the name “’electronic postmark’” and clearly described the function of the 
electronic postmark as “a secure time and date applied to electronic messages and 
documents.”  Further down the page, you describe a 1995 Technology Applications 
focus group that discussed “the notion of electronically time and date stamping 
electronic documents and messages.”  Are these descriptions still applicable to describe 
the functions of Electronic Postmark (EPM)?  If not, explain fully and provide the current 
description.  Provide all Postal Service documents that support any description different 
from that used in the 1991 consulting report or 1995 focus group. 
 
RESPONSE 
 
Below is the relevant description of the USPS EPM which can be found on the USPS 

internet site: 

 
The USPS Electronic Postmark™ (EPM) protects the integrity of your 
electronic data through the use of auditable time stamps, digital signatures 
and hash codes. Through the USPS EPM web-based service, any third-
party can verify the authenticity of electronic content. The EPM provides 
evidence to support non-repudiation of electronic transactions. The EPM 
is designed to deter and detect any fraudulent tampering or altering of 
electronic data.   

 

Additionally, the Postal Service has provided USPS EPM description with previous 

filings to the Commission concerning Nonpostal Programs.  On June 1, 2006, in 

response to Commission Order No. 1449 (Docket No. RM2004-1), and again on July 

25, 2006 in response to OCA/USPS-58 (Docket No. R2006-1), the Postal Service 

provided the following description of the USPS EPM: 

 
“ELECTRONIC POSTMARK (EPM) 
 
The USPS Electronic Postmark (EPM) is currently an out-sourced all-electronic 
service giving customers a way to time-stamp electronic files.  The EPM provides 
evidence that a document or file existed at a specific time and date and detects 
changes made to the postmarked document.  Since January of 2003, the service 
has been performed as a strategic alliance with an outside vendor, Authentidate, 
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under postal direction, policies, and branding.  The Postal Service shares a 
portion of the EPM fees collected. The service is sold over the internet via online 
sales, or via a hardcopy sales agreement.” 

 
Finally a more detailed description of the USPS EPM can be found in the attached 

USPS EPM White Paper which is available on our provider’s internet site at 

http://www.authentidate.com/index.php/content/view/35/62/ 
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Introduction 

Highlights of the USPS Electronic Postmark 

The advent of the Internet increased the need for efficient communication of electronic information with the 
same level of trust and value that the public has come to expect from the USPS® in the physical environment. 
The USPS® Electronic Postmark™ (USPS® EPM™) was created to facilitate secure electronic communication 
for government and commercial systems and has the potential to strengthen the security, privacy, and 
productivity of communication in the nation’s electronic future.   
 
The USPS EPM is a web-based security service. It includes trusted time stamps and content authentication 
technology, as well as aspects of non-repudiation. The trusted time stamps are derived from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the official US source of time for commerce.  These time stamps 
are auditable such that for each time stamp issued, the system is able to produce upon demand the bracketing 
time synchronization events starting from NIST and following a secure chain of custody through any 
intermediary clocks.   
 
The USPS EPM service combines trusted time stamps with content authentication technology. This combination 
proves document authenticity when a resulting USPS EPM is associated with a document or transaction that 
can later be verified using the USPS EPM repository.  Finally, the service enables digital signing applications by 
including support for digital certificates. The combination of these technologies maintained in the USPS EPM 
repository provides third party evidence to support non-repudiation of electronic transactions and is designed to 
detect the fraudulent tampering or inadvertent altering of electronic data. 
 
Additionally, the USPS EPM supports applications so that they can comply with the ESIGN legislation (Public 
Law 106-229 – enacted in June 2000) which made electronic signatures the legal equivalent of their paper 
counterparts in many situations.  The ESIGN law, which is technology neutral, provides general performance 
based guidelines eliminating legal barriers to using electronic technology to form and sign contracts, collect and 
store documents, and send and receive notices and disclosures.  The USPS EPM is consistent with these 
guidelines, and enables corporations and individuals to take advantage of online contracts and commerce with a 
trusted USPS service.  
 
The USPS has contracted with Authentidate to provide the sales, marketing, technology and services for 
customers to purchase and use the USPS EPM.  Authentidate is currently the sole provider of the USPS EPM.  
By bringing the EPM to market with Authentidate, the USPS provides an important service to the public which 
combines the long standing integrity of the Postal Service with Authentidate’s content authentication technology.   
 

Legal Strength of the USPS EPM 
Security experts agree that trusted time stamps and trusted third party archival of signatures and receipts are 
necessary to ensure long-term non-repudiation.  A wide body of knowledge suggests that even today’s best PKI 
technologies may be capable of being “broken” in the future, rendering signatures and receipts that are not 
archived by a trusted third party, untrustworthy (unless they are re-signed). Additionally, to ensure completeness 
and enable non-repudiation, e-commerce systems must have a third-party time-stamping system in place 
because it is simply too easy to alter dates on computer systems.  Government and industry reporting 
requirements specifying that information must be submitted by a certain date and time can also be satisfied 
through the USPS EPM service. 
 
In addition, a well-established body of federal law exists which support the USPS and its operations and 
services. The United States Postal Inspection Service protects the integrity of USPS operations and is 
authorized to investigate a variety of criminal activity.  Any attempt to criminally interfere with the operation of 
the USPS EPM may be subject to investigation and prosecution under several federal statutes.     
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Benefits of USPS EPM 
The USPS offering of the EPM is significant for a variety of reasons.  In light of recent economic conditions 
affecting the technology marketplace, the longevity of an organization and its ability to continue offering and 
supporting services into the future is of primary concern to customers.  USPS policies for long term archival and 
retrieval of EPM receipts mean that these receipts will be available to satisfy legal retention requirements for 
years to come.   
 
Equally important to the general marketplace is the fact that the USPS EPM offering provides a web-based 
service with an affordable, volume-based, transactional pricing model. This egalitarian approach provides a cost 
effective means by which companies large and small, as well as individuals, can utilize this non-repudiation 
service for trusted applications.   
 
Additionally, where government agencies in particular are seeking ways to reduce the burden on citizens and 
businesses, the USPS EPM provides a service by which organizations can implement a receipting process to 
facilitate a basic system of records of all electronic transactions for a customer of that agency.  A standard 
manifest will save countless hours of organizational and retrieval activities for organizations and individual 
customers alike. 
 
As one of the most trusted government agencies in the United States today, the USPS offering of the EPM has 
the ability to stimulate electronic contracting and transactions by encouraging people who may be reluctant to 
use the Internet or technology to do business electronically.  By stimulating widespread use of electronic 
systems, the USPS EPM has enormous potential to significantly increase government and commercial adoption 
of such systems.  In turn, increased adoption of electronic systems facilitated by the USPS EPM will enhance 
national productivity by stimulating the technology industry and eliminating the costs associated with preparing, 
shipping, and storing paperwork. 

 

Start Using the USPS EPM Today 

Developers 

EPM Software Development Kits (SDKs) allow developers to easily build applications incorporating USPS EPM 
functionality. The SDK’s are available for both the Microsoft Windows development environment (using the COM 
EPM SDK), as well as for a variety of other development platforms (using the Java EPM SDK).  
 

End Users 
Because the USPS EPM is provided as a web service, end users will find that the USPS EPM easily fits their 
business needs. The USPS EPM service will soon be (planned fall 2003) integrated with Microsoft Office 
Professional Edition 2003 (part of the Microsoft Office System) and Microsoft Office XP as an Extension to 
Microsoft Office for Word.  See more discussion about the details of the USPS EPM Extension for Microsoft® 
Office on page 7.  For more information about these services, contact information is provided here. 
 
 
 
United States Postal Service                        Authentidate 
USPS EPM Program Manager               Connell Corporate Center 
475 L’Enfant Plaza, SW Suite 3300      300 Connell Drive 5th Floor 
Washington, DC 20260             Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922 
202-268-7455           800-870-5348 
www.uspsepm.com                    www.authentidate.com 
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Technology Overview 
Electronic commerce enhances business efficiencies, enabling electronic data to be stored, accessed or 
transmitted with great ease. These efficiencies, however, and the dramatic growth of the Internet as a medium 
for communication, have raised new issues and concerns related to the security of electronic information. For 
example, when exchanging documents over the Internet, users (both corporate and individual) are concerned by 
such factors as eavesdropping (information remains intact, but privacy is compromised), tampering (information 
in transit is changed or replaced) and impersonation (information passes to a person who poses as the intended 
recipient).   
 

Non-Repudiation – Proving WHO did WHAT and WHEN 
The fact that electronic data can be easily altered necessitates a system by which parties can trust the 
information they share and use in everyday transactions.  This requirement for trust is referred to in both the 
legal and crypto-technical worlds as non-repudiation. Non-repudiation is important in e-commerce to prevent 
parties to a transaction from disputing or denying the transaction after the fact.  The primary goal of a non-
repudiation system is to prove WHO did WHAT and WHEN, and maintain evidence of such information to 
resolve disputes, or for auditing and compliance.   
 
Non-repudiation should be viewed from both a legal and a technical perspective.  From a legal perspective, the 
American Bar Association PKI Assessment Guidelines define the term non-repudiation as “…sufficient evidence 
to persuade the ultimate authority (judge, jury or arbiter) as to such origin, submission, delivery, and integrity, 
despite an attempted denial by the purported sender.” (p. 281)  
 
In general terms, to repudiate something is to deny its existence, and therefore non-repudiation services use 
cryptographic methods which prevent an individual or entity from denying having performed a particular action 
related to data (such as mechanisms for non-rejection of authority, providing proof of origin; for proof of 
obligation, intent, or commitment; or for proof of ownership.) From a technical perspective, the term non-
repudiation is used within authentication technology to describe a service which “…provides proof of the integrity 
and origin of data, both in an unforgeable [not able to be forged] relationship, which can be verified by any third 
party at any time; or, … [provides a] high assurance … [that data is] genuine, and that can not subsequently be 
refuted.” (W. Caelli, D. Longley, and M. Shain, 1991. Information Security Handbook. London: Macmillan.) 
 
Time stamping services are an aspect of non-repudiation services which provide “…a strong and verifiable 
cryptographic statement that a specific digital record existed at a specific moment in time. Time stamping a 
digital record provides the relevant parties with a verifiable statement of when the digital record was known to 
exist.  Time stamping a digitally-signed record can further provide the relevant parties with a verifiable statement 
that the digital record was signed while the signing certificate was valid e.g., that the signature was formed 
before the expiration date of the signing certificate.” … [T]ime-stamping services thus provide the technical basis 
for general non-repudiation services, and for both Common Law – and Latin-derived notorial services.”  (p.182 
ABA PKI Assessment Guidelines).  
 

Hash Codes prove WHAT 
To prove that the contents of a file have not been tampered with, USPS stores a hash code of the file, without 
actually seeing or storing the file.  A hash code, also referred to as a “file signature” or "message digest", is a 
number that uniquely represents (is sufficient to identify) a particular file. Hash codes are unique in the sense 
that two different files will never have the same hash code, except in the unlikely event of a hash collision.  The 
likelihood of a hash collision decreases exponentially as the bit length of the hash code increases.  With the 160 
bit SHA-1 hashing algorithm (the industry standard) used by the USPS EPM, the odds of a hash collision are 
exceedingly remote (1 in 280).  And because the hashing function is 'one-way', no portion of the original data can 
be reconstructed from the file signature (in the same way an individual cannot be "reconstructed" from his 
signature or fingerprint).  Hashing functions are superior to their technical counterpart the checksum, in that it is 
not possible (or at least extremely unlikely using today’s technology) to find a second file with different contents 
that has the same hash code.  Thus, if a user can present the EPM Service with a hash code, it can be 
assumed that the person who computed that hash code had in their possession a certain file. 
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Digital Certificates Prove WHO 
PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) uses the concept of public and private keys to prove identity at a distance in the 
electronic world, where “face to face” authentication is impractical.  A digital certificate is comprised of two 
“keys”, one public and one private key.  The public key is freely distributed, and serves to verify a signature as 
being created by its matching private key.  The private key is held secret by the owner, and is used to sign 
digital transactions.  Certificate Authorities (CAs) control the issuance of digital certificates, and are responsible 
for properly identifying the owner (also known as vetting).   

Digital Signatures Prove WHO did WHAT 
A digital signature is created by signing a hash code of a file with the user’s private key.  Since the public key is 
distributed as part of the digital signature anyone viewing the signature can now verify that it was signed by the 
corresponding private key.  In this way, both senders and receivers can associate the sender’s identity with a 
specific file.  The E-SIGN act, signed into law in 2000, gives electronic signatures the same legal strength as 
paper signatures for most documents. 

Time Stamps Prove WHAT and WHEN 

Time-Stamping is a process whereby a trusted third party signs a hash code with the current time. There is a 
protocol for time stamping – the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 3161, that defines how hash codes are 
signed with a time stamp.  This protocol is an anonymous protocol, meaning the identity of the submitter of the 
hash code is not associated with the file.  The private key used for signing is that of the Time Stamping Authority 
(TSA).  The TSA certifies (in the case of the USPS EPM, the TSA is the United States Postal Service) that the 
time stamp issued is accurate.  This avoids the problem of relying on an individual computer clock for time 
stamping, since the time and date functions in a computer are relatively easy to manipulate.  The USPS EPM 
derives trusted time stamps from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the official US 
source of time for commerce.   

Trusted Third Party for Long Term Non-Repudiation 
All the techniques described above are today’s industry standard techniques for proving identity, signing, and 
time stamping.  According to RFC 3126, Electronic Signature Formats for Long Term Electronic Signatures, one 
of the best ways to ensure successful long term non-repudiation is to store signatures and time stamps in a 
trusted third party repository, which can vouch for their integrity.  The USPS EPM service stores a signed hash 
of the file or transaction and an associated time stamp signed by the USPS. Should there ever be a need to 
utilize newer, stronger algorithms, a trusted third party could re-sign the signatures and time stamps, thus 
preserving a chain of trust from the original as far into the future as required.  

How does USPS EPM work with PKI? 

The core strength of PKI is strong user-level authentication and digital signing (proving WHO did WHAT). The 
USPS EPM actually extends the trust of PKI by adding trusted time stamps, checking that the signing certificate 
is not expired, and archiving the transaction for long term non-repudiation.   Therefore, the USPS EPM service 
is complementary to PKI, but the EPM user does not need to use PKI in order to use the EPM.  USPS also uses 
PKI to establish a secure, tamper-proof connection between the customer’s network and the USPS EPM 
repository.  The USPS EPM repository is issued server-level PKI digital certificates so that users can trust the 
service maintaining their file/document digital signatures.   
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Putting it all together - The EPM Process 
Where digital signature technology proves WHO did WHAT, and time stamping technology proves WHAT and 
WHEN, these technologies are all combined in the USPS EPM service to provide the necessary evidence to 
enable non-repudiation of electronic data.  Now let’s take a look at just one example of how the EPM works. 

USPS EPM Extension for Microsoft Office 

The USPS EPM, which enables users to verify authenticity, provide tamper detection, and date and time stamp 
their electronic documents and files, will be integrated with Microsoft Office Professional Edition 2003 (part of 
the Microsoft Office System) and Microsoft Office XP as an Extension to Microsoft Office for Word. The USPS 
EPM Extension for Microsoft Office software, co-developed by Authentidate and Microsoft Corp., will be 
available for download from http://office.microsoft.com in Fall 2003, where users will receive instructions on how 
to establish a USPS EPM account.  

The USPS EPM Extension for Microsoft Office, an extra feature added to the standard Microsoft Word 
application, consists of an integrated set of capabilities, including: 1) digital signing of a Word document using 
digital certificates, 2) electronic content sealing and time/date stamping with the USPS EPM, and 3) the ability to 
subsequently verify the Word document’s validity, authenticity and integrity. 
 
Figure 1.0 Sample Postmarked Word Document 
 

 

ESIGN and Signing  

The USPS EPM service supports applications so that they can comply with the ESIGN legislation (June 2000) 
which made electronic signatures a legally viable option for conducting business.  The USPS EPM Extension for 
Microsoft Office is an application that makes it possible.   
 
The ESIGN law, which is technology neutral, provides general performance based guidelines eliminating legal 
barriers to using electronic technology to form and sign contracts, collect and store documents, and send and 
receive notices and disclosures.  ESIGN also requires that electronically signed records are retained in a 
manner that: 1) accurately reflects the information set forth in the contract or other record; and 2) remains 
accessible to all persons who are legally entitled to access in a form that is capable of being accurately 
reproduced for later reference, whether by transmission, printing or otherwise.  
 
The USPS EPM Extension for Microsoft Office allows users of the USPS EPM service to digitally sign, 
electronically postmark and verify Word documents so that documents stay protected, auditable and secure – 
allowing detection of alterations.  The USPS EPM service is consistent with the ESIGN guidelines, allows 
content to be verified by users over the web, and maintains evidence of document authenticity for later 
reference for seven years.  
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How EPM Works 

Overview 
As a web-based service, the USPS EPM enables companies large and small as well as individuals to take 
advantage of the efficiency of the Internet for everything from correspondence to contracting with the ability to 
verify the authenticity of data.  
 
The USPS EPM employs a secure time stamping clock, synchronized to the National Institute of Standards 
Technology (NIST), the official US source of time.  A trusted time stamp is obtained from the time stamping 
clock and signed by the USPS to the unique hash code (associated with each customer’s original file) to 
produce a combined USPS EPM receipt. 
 
The USPS EPM cannot be changed by end users ⎯  or even by the USPS or Authentidate In fact, attempting to 
tamper with an EPM in the USPS EPM repository could be prosecuted as a violation of federal law.   
 

Authentication 
The USPS EPM protects the integrity of your electronic data by providing third-party verification (via the USPS) 
of electronic content against the secure USPS EPM Data Center to establish that content has not been altered 
or changed since the time of electronic postmarking.  This service provides the foundation for non-repudiation 
services by enabling non-repudiation of electronic content.  The USPS EPM also allows for digital signing, 
whereby users can apply their identity to electronic content through access to digital certificates for signing as 
well as including declarations of intent when signing.  

Verification 
All documents, web forms, email, etc. that have been electronically postmarked by the USPS include the USPS 
EPM digital signature and a signed date/time stamp. The attributes of the digital signature and date/time stamp 
are made available for users to view as evidence of authenticity. The attributes of the USPS EPM include 
information illustrating that: 
 
  

1. The contents of the document have not been modified in any way since the EPM was applied.  
 

2. The EPM signature has not been modified or tampered with since it was signed. 
 

3. The certificate used to sign the EPM was not expired at the time the EPM date/time stamp was issued. 
 

4. The EPM date/time stamp denotes the exact time and date at which the EPM was issued by the USPS 
EPM Service.  

 
5. The EPM date/time stamp has not been modified or tampered with.   
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The following diagram illustrates how the USPS EPM process works: 
 
Figure 2.0 USPS EPM Process 
 

 
 

1. Electronic content is created from any application. 

2. The electronic content is submitted for an EPM through the USPS EPM SDK.  The USPS EPM SDK 

then creates a hash code of the electronic content (a unique fingerprint of the file, but does not include 

the file itself (proves WHAT)).   

3. The hash code is signed by the user/server digital certificate.  

4. The signed hash code is sent by the USPS EPM SDK to the USPS EPM Data Center for time stamping.  

Once the Data Center receives the signed hash, the user/server’s digital certificate is checked for 

validity against a Certificate Revocation List (CRL).  Next, a trusted time stamp is obtained from the 

EPM Time Stamp Server (which is synchronized to the National Institute for Standards and Technology. 

The time synchronization events are logged by the time stamping hardware and can be used to prove 

that the time stamp issued for each EPM is accurate.   

5. The resulting time stamp is then signed by the USPS digital certificate to produce an EPM, which is 

stored in the USPS EPM repository along with the user’s signature of the file’s hash to provide verifiable 

evidence of content for seven years. (WHO, WHAT and WHEN).  The actual content of a file is never 

stored by the USPS EPM repository. 

 
This electronic proof, signed by the Postal Service, provides evidence to support non-repudiation of electronic 
transactions. The EPM is designed to detect the tampering or altering of electronic data. 

USPS EPM Specifications 
The USPS EPM is a web-based service that is available in the form of a software development kit (SDK) for 
developers to use to build applications incorporating USPS EPM functionality. The SDK’s are available for both 
the Microsoft Windows developing environment (COM SDK), as well as for a variety of other development 
platforms (Java SDK). The USPS EPM service is also available in an application, as an extension to Microsoft 
Office XP for Word documents. 
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Features 

 Features 
 
USPS 
EPM 
Service 

 
 Web-based service allows third-parties to verify authenticity of electronic  

       content (documents, web forms, email, etc.) from USPS EPM repository 
 

 Detects whether data has been modified or altered from time  
       of USPS EPM applied to data 
 

 Enables applications to include digital signing functionality, with a signing  
ceremony 

 
 Technology consistent with the American Bar Association PKI Assessment  

       Guidelines 2001* (See more information below) 
 

 Consistent with Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act 
(ESIGN) performance-based requirements for electronic signing  

 
 Compatible with all X.509 digital certificates 

 
 Requires no modification or transmission of content  

       (only a hash code of the file is logged as evidence of authenticity) 
 

 Stores hash of data for 7 years 
 

 
 
 
 
* According to the American Bar Association PKI Assessment Guidelines (June 2001), “A time-stamping service 
generally provides a strong and verifiable cryptographic statement that a specific digital record existed at a 
specific moment in time.  Time stamping a digital record provides the relevant parties with a verifiable statement 
of when the digital record was known to exist. Time stamping a digital record can further provide the relevant 
parties with a verifiable statement that the digital record was signed while the signing certificate was valid, e.g., 
that the signature was formed before the expiration date of the signing certificate. Time-stamping certificate 
revocation lists and other revocation data corresponding to a signing certificate provides the relevant parties 
with additional assurances that the signing certificate was not revoked at the time of signing.  Time-stamping 
services thus provide the technical basis for general non-repudiation services, and for both Common Law and 
Latin-derived notarial services.”  (PAG p.182) 
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Software Development Kits 

 Software Development Kits 
 

 Obtain USPS EPMs 
 Verify USPS EPMs against USPS EPM repository 
 Verify USPS EPMs locally 
 Obtain verification receipts 
 Sample applications provided for easy integration and configuration  

             into existing applications 
 User guides provided (Use of objects in EPM service and code samples) 
 All transaction secured by SSL communication with USPS EPM server 

 
 
COM SDK 
 

 Enables Windows applications to use USPS EPM service 
 Organized as a set of COM objects that can be used from any language or development 

tool that supports COM (Microsoft C++, Visual Basic, ASP, C#, etc.) 
 Shipped with extensive code samples in a variety of programs  

      (C++, Visual Basic, ASP, C#, MFC, .NET, etc.), both GUI and command-line 
 

 
SDKs 

 
Java SDK 
 

 Java SDK is platform independent 
 Enables developers to integrate USPS EPM service into any platform 
 Java SDK can be used from any stand-alone Java and J2EE applications 
 Java SDK is packaged as a jar file for easy integration and configuration 

 
 

USPS EPM Enabled Applications 

 Applications 
 
USPS 
EPM 
Extension 
For 
Microsoft 
Office  

 
 Application for applying USPS EPMs to Word documents 
 Enables use of digital certificates for identity and signing 
 Compatible with all X.509 digital certificates 
 Web based verification of EPM’s against USPS EPM repository 
 Option to verify USPS EPMs locally 
 Ability to include multiple USPS EPMs within a single document 
 Obtain verification receipts 
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Security Standards   
The USPS EPM embraces a wide range of industry security standards, as well as technical and legal 
performance-based guidelines that are available today with respect to electronic data.  The list below includes 
various standards and guidelines with which the USPS EPM is technically compliant. At present, these 
standards and guidelines include: 
 

 Fault Tolerant.  The EPM Data Center, including firewalls, routers, switches, servers, and storage, is 
designed to be 100% fault tolerant to any single component or connection failure.  Disk mirroring is used 
in all servers.  Multiple ISP connections are designed to assure continuous availability of the service. 

 Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS).  Time stamp server and time stamp 
private signing key are protected to FIPS PUB 140-2 Level 3.  

 Firewall.  Service is able to tunnel through all standard firewalls as HTTP-S traffic through port 443.  
The EPM service is also able to pass through both non-authenticated and password-authenticated 
proxy servers without modification or reconfiguration of the firewall or proxy servers. 

 Hashing.  System uses the SHA-1 hashing algorithm for each file processed. 

 Non-Repudiation.  All USPS EPMs issued are stored in a central USPS EPM repository for seven 
years to provide non-repudiation. 

 Operating Systems.  EPM SDK software runs on the following operating systems:  Windows®, Solaris, 
Linux. 

 Public-Key Cryptography Standards (PKCS).  System supports the PKCS#7 Cryptographic Message 
Syntax Standard. 

 Secure Data Center.  The USPS EPM Data Center is housed in AT&T’s secure hosting facility, 
including physically secured cages for servers and strict access control.   

 Secure Socket Layers (SSL).  EPM uses SSL for secure communications between the customer and 
the Central Server.  Server-level digital certificates are used to authenticate the SSL connection. 

 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)/Extensible Markup Language (XML).  EPM uses an XML-
based SOAP protocol to communicate between the client-side SDK and the EPM Data Center. 

 Software Development Kits (SDKs).  Software Developer Kits are available and support the following 
languages: C++, COM, Java (JVM). 

 Time Stamping.  EPM time stamp servers are compliant with RFC 3161 Internet X.509 Public Key 
Infrastructure Time Stamp Protocol. 

 Trusted TimeTM Auditable Timing Source.  The source of time is the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology (NIST), the official US source of time for commerce.  These time stamps are auditable 
– that is, for each time stamp issued, the system is able to produce upon demand the bracketing time 
synchronization events starting from NIST and following a secure chain of custody through any 
intermediary clocks. (Trusted Time™ is a trademark of Symmetricom). 

 Web Services Development Language (WSDL)/Universal Description, Discovery and Integration 
(UDDI).  EPM is a Web Service, using the latest standard protocols.  The Web services Description 
Language provides a way of describing the specific interfaces of Web services and APIs, and is used by 
UDDI.  UDDI is a repository that stores the descriptions of Web services. 

 X.509 Digital Certificates.  USPS EPM uses X.509 digital certificates for strong authentication and 
identity purposes. At the end user level, an individual’s private key may be used to sign the hash of a file 
or document.  At the server level, the EPM time stamp server’s private key (signed by the USPS) is 
used to re-sign the combined digital certificate containing the hash of the file or document and the 
secure time stamp.   

 
 

Other product or service names mentioned herein are the trademarks of their respective owners. 
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USPS EPM Related Services 

In-Person Proofing at Post Offices (IPP) Program 
Similar to the goals of the USPS EPM service in facilitating secure electronic communication for government 
and commercial systems by providing verifiable evidence of electronic content, the USPS announced In-Person 
Proofing at Post Offices (IPP) Program, which is a related trusted service supporting the activities of U.S. 
Certificate Authorities and government organizations. (Federal Register / Vol. 68, No. 116 / Tuesday, June 17, 
2003) [FR Doc. 03-153470] 
 
The IPP Program is an operation by which the USPS conducts In-Person-Proofing of customers nationwide for 
physically authenticating an individual’s identification at a post office before that individual is issued a digital 
certificate. 
 
IPP supports efficient, affordable, trusted communications through the use of identification verification at Post 
Offices, incorporation of process enhancements required by the Postal Service, active management of the IPP 
program by the USPS, and use of First Class U.S. Mail to verify physical addresses of applicants. 
 
The IPP program begins when an organization establishes a relationship with a qualified U.S. Certificate 
Authority to integrate digital signing with improved identity verification into an online application. Then, any 
individual wanting to use digital certificates that include USPS IPP completes an application online.  The online 
system will then verify the individual’s identity via commercial database checking.  Next, the system produces a 
standard Postal Service form that can be printed out by the individual.  That individual then presents the form, 
and accompanying identification such as a driver’s license and home utility bill, to a participating post office 
where the “In-Person Proofing” process is conducted.  After successful completion of the IPP event, the CA will 
notify the applicant to download their digital certificate.  
 
IPP creates a new broad-based capability for the Nation that promotes improved public trust and greater 
efficiency in the electronic delivery of a wide range of services.  Similar to the USPS EPM, the IPP efforts 
support the goals of the Government Paperwork Elimination Act of 1998, Electronic Signature in Global and 
National Commerce Act of 2000, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Sarbanes Oxley 
Act of 2002, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999 as well as other Presidential directives on e-government. 
 
 
 
 
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-3.  Please provide the Statement of Work for the 1991 report 
commissioned by the Postal Service (USPS-T-1 at 3, l. 4 -11).  Also, provide the 
resulting report and any memoranda produced by the consultant or Postal Service in 
connection with this report. 
 

RESPONSE 

There were a number of activities mentioned in the History section of my rebuttal 

testimony to clearly establish that the Postal Service was active in developing electronic 

services (including the USPS Electronic Postmark) for over ten years.  The main 

purpose of providing this background was to highlight Witness Borgers’ inaccurate claim 

that the Postal Service entered the market in 2004, and to show that the Postal Service 

had already established itself in this emerging industry prior to 1998 when the concept 

occurred to Witness Borger.  I have tried to provide the information requested in this 

and similar interrogatories.  Because many of the activities mentioned took place many 

years ago, however, some of the information or documents being requested are no 

longer available.  What is being provided, though, will clearly support my testimony that 

the Postal Service has been at this for a long time. 

 

We were unable to locate the Statement of Work for the 1991 report commissioned, or 

to find the final report by the consultant. 

 
 
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-4.  Please provide the internal documentation that led to the creation 
of the Technology Applications group (USPS-T-1 at 3, l. 13 – 17).  Also provide any 
documentation describing the functions, goals, and mission of the Technology 
Applications group. 
 
RESPONSE  

Attached is an excerpt from the Fiscal Year 1994 Comprehensive Statement of Postal 

Operations discussing the creation and activities of this group.  
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-5.  Please provide the Statement of Work for the 1995 focus group 
research (USPS-T-1 at 3, L. 19 – p. 4, l. 8).  Provide the results of the focus group, 
including any reports that describe the results of the research. 
 
RESPONSE 
 
We are unable to locate the Statement of Work.  Objection filed on providing report.   
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-6.  Please provide copies of the 1994 and 1995 speeches of postal 
officials cited at USPS-T-1 at 4, l. 10 – 12. 
 

RESPONSE 

We no longer have copies of every speech from this period, but attached is a August 3, 

1994 speech by Richard Rothwell, Senior Director of Technology Integration, on this 

subject, which I am informed is typical of the speeches at that time.   
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-7.  Please provide the Statement of Work for the CygnaCom Solutions 
contract cited at USPS-T-1 at 4, l. 13 – p. 5, l. 5. 
   
RESPONSE 

The original Statement of Work for the Cygnacom Solutions, Inc., contract is no longer 

available, although the Postal Service does have the Statement of Work for 1997 for a 

later phase of the contract.  It is attached.  The only copy located contains text that was 

previously highlighted by unknown persons for unknown reasons, but the resulting 

shading on the attached copy is not to my knowledge intended to be a redaction.  To 

provide a more legible copy, the page with the highlighting (page 1) has been retyped, 

and the retyped page is inserted behind the original page 1, in case the original is not 

sufficiently clear. 
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-8.  Please provide any slides or handouts that were presented at the 
May 1996 meeting at Aegis Star (USPS-T-1 at 5, l. 7 -9) 
. 
RESPONSE 
 
I am unaware of whether any slides or handouts where used in this meeting. 
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-9.  Please provide any slides or handouts that were presented at the 
June 1996 demonstration at Foote, Cohn, Belding (USPS-T-1 at 5, l. 9 - 10).  What was 
the purpose of the demonstration at Foote, Cohn, Belding? 
 
RESPONSE  

My understanding is the purpose of the meeting was to demonstrate a prototype EPM 

application.  I am unaware of whether any slides or handouts were used in this meeting. 

 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPSRT1-10.  Please provide the Statement of Work for the Cylink project 
(USPS-T-1 at 5, l. 12 – 21). 
 

RESPONSE 

The original Statement of Work for this project is no longer available.  A Statement of 

Work in connection with an extension of the contract for 2000 is attached. 
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-11.  Please provide all public announcements, speeches, and press 
releases concerning Electronic Postmark (EPM) (USPS-T-1 at 6, l. 1 – 4). 
 
RESPONSE 

Attached is the August 14, 1996, Federal Register Notice.  I have been unable to locate 

any other public material from the Postal Service in this time frame. 
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-13.  Please provide any slides, handouts or other materials distributed 
in connection with the briefings for members of Congress, The Electronic Frontier 
Foundation, and any other groups (USPS-T-1 at 6, l. 5 -6). 
 
RESPONSE 

Attached is a presentation of the USPS Electronic Commerce Services to the San Jose 

Postal Customer Council.   I have been unable to locate any other material during this 

timeframe. 
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-14.  Please provide copies of all materials used to demonstrate 
Electronic Postmark (EPM) at the San Jose, Chicago, and Boston trade shows, as well 
as multiple Postal Forum trade shows (USPS-T-1 at 6, l. 11-15). 
 
RESPONSE  
 

To my knowledge, the only material that may exist is the attached presentation believed 

to have been used at the Boston trade show. 
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-15.  Please provide copies of materials and exhibits used at all 
“’eCommerce’ trade shows” (USPS-T-1-6, l. 15 – 17). 
 
RESPONSE 
 
To my knowledge, this material no longer exists.   
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-16.  Please provide all communications from the Postal Service to 
hundreds of companies and organizations describing Electronic Postmark (EPM)’s 
functions and how EPM might be applied to their specific needs (USPS-T-1 at 7, l. 1 – 
3).  (Identifying information may be redacted.  However, please indicate the type of work 
the company or organization performs). 
 
RESPONSE  

To my knowledge, most of the communication was done through informal channels, 

such as through conversations and business card exchanges at trade shows.  From 

available materials, I can tell the following. 

  

At the 1996 Boston Trade show, contacts were made with approximately 500 people.  In 

many instances, it is not possible to tell directly from the company or organization name 

(which is all we have) what type of work the company or organization performs.  Based 

on what can be discerned from the more recognizable names, however, the types of 

outfits represented include computer companies, consulting companies, financial sector 

companies, telecommunications companies, public utilities, federal agencies, state and 

local governments, higher educational institutions, nonprofit organizations, 

manufacturing companies, technology companies, and members of the media. 

 

At the 1996 Chicago Trade Show, contacts were made with approximately 720 people.  

In addition to the types represented at the Boston Trade Show, other types included 

insurance companies, health care companies, and publishing companies. 

 

At the 1996 EMA Conference, contacts were made with approximately 60 people.  In 

addition to the above types, petroleum companies were also represented. 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
At the 1997 San Jose conference, contacts were made with approximately 540 people.  

In addition to the above types, aviation companies were also represented. 

 

 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-17.  Please provide all communications from the Postal Service to 
“dozens . . . of IT developers” describing Electronic Postmark (EPM)’s functions and 
how EPM might be utilized by their customers (USPS-T-1 at 7, l. 4 – 6).  (Identifying 
information may be redacted.  However, please indicate the type of work the company 
or organization performs). 
 
RESPONSE  

Attached is a request for information for IT services.  To my knowledge, the majority of 

this communication was done through phone conversations.  It is believed that many of 

these people or companies potentially could be those whose contacts at trade shows 

are referenced in response to your question 16. 
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-18.  Please provide all communications from the Postal Service to 
Microsoft, IBM, Lotus, Digital, Hewlett-Packard, Verisign, eTRade, and Entrust 
describing EPM’s functions and how Electronic Postmark (EPM)  might be applied to 
their specific needs or the needs of their customers (USPS-T-1 at 7, l. 1 – 3). 
 
RESPONSE  
 
To my knowledge, this material no longer exists.   
 
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-19.  Please provide all communications from the Postal Service to “a 
dozen top law firms” describing Electronic Postmark (EPM)’s functions and how EPM 
might be utilized by their customers (USPS-T-1 at 7, l. 9).  (Identifying information may 
be redacted.  However, please indicate the type of work the company or organization 
performs). 
 
RESPONSE  

To my knowledge, these communications no longer exist.  The firms were engaged in 

the general practice of law. 

 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-20.  Please provide all communications from the Postal Service to “the 
EDI community” describing Electronic Postmark (EPM)’s functions and how EPM might 
be utilized by their customers (USPS-T-1 at 7, l. 9).  (Identifying information may be 
redacted.  However, please indicate the type of work the company or organization 
performs). 
 
RESPONSE  
 
To my knowledge, these communications no longer exists.   
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-21.  Please provide all communications from the Postal Service to 
each of the ”host of government agencies” describing Electronic Postmark (EPM)’s 
functions and how each agency might utilize EPM (USPS-T-1 at 7, l. 9). 
 
RESPONSE  
 
To my knowledge, this communications no longer exists.   
 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-22.  Please list the “two dozen active participants in this sector” 
(USPS-T-1 at 7, l. 20- 21). 
 

RESPONSE  

An internet search would indicate many companies in this sector.  The Postal Service’s 

internal list may be viewed as subjective. 

 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-23.  Please provide a copy of the October 2001 Request for 
Information (RFI) published in the Commerce Business Daily concerning Electronic 
Postmark (EPM) (USPS-T-1 at 10, l. 10 -12). 
a. How many companies responded? 
b. Which companies responded? 
c. Why did the Postal Service choose Authentidate? 
d. What were the reasons for not choosing the other applicants? 
 
RESPONSE  
 
Attached is the October 2001 RFI. 
 
a.  Four 
 
b-d.  Objection filed. 
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RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-24.  Please provide the Strategic Alliance Agreement between the 
Postal Service and Authentidate (USPS-T-1 at 10, l. 15 -18). 
 
RESPONSE 

A copy of the Strategic Alliance Agreement, partly redacted for confidential commercial 

information, is available on the Securities and Exchange Commission EDGAR web site 

under ADAT documents (ADAT is the securities symbol for Authentidate). 

   

 

 

 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-25.  Please provide the number of transactions that underlie the 97 
percent figure set forth at USPS-T-1 at 11, l. 12 – 14.  Break down the number given 
into the 10 most numerous types of usage, and rank these uses by amount of volume 
for the usage type. 
 
RESPONSE 

To provide this level of detail, an updated customer usage analysis was performed.  The 

results of this analysis is based on the time period of mid-2002 through mid-2006. The 

total volume of USPS EPM used was over 3.1 million.  Based on our understanding of 

how customers are using the USPS EPM, the results of this analysis show non-

message application exceeding 99 percent.  Below is break-out the most common 

applications of the USPS EPM:   

        % of EPMs Used 

Non-Messaging Applications     

Authenticating doctors’ orders    85% 

Auditing archived records     10% 

Signing medical necessity forms    2% 

Certifying drivers records     2% 

Other        <1% 

 

Potential Message Applications      <1%     

. 

 

 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-26.  Please refer to your testimony at 11, l. 16 -22.  You mention the 
use of a fax at line 19. 
a. Does the “largest customer” (“A”) send the referenced fax to itself? 
b. Or to another entity (“B”)? 
c. What is the nature of A’s business? 
d. If the fax is sent to a different entity, what is the nature of the recipient’s business 
(“B”)? 
e. What kind of information is contained in the fax? 
f. Before the availability of Electronic Postmark (EPM) and like services, how did A 
transmit the information contained in the fax to B? 

i. Was mail a suitable means of transmitting the contents of the fax from A to 
B?  If not, please explain. 

 ii. Are you aware of businesses such as A today sending information 
such as that contained in the fax to recipients such as B?  If not, please explain. 
iii. Are you aware of businesses such as A sending information such as that 

contained in the fax to recipients such as B prior to the availability of EPM 
and like services?  If not, please explain. 

g. If A preferred to use hardcopy mail, could it print the fax (or the information 
contained in the fax), put it in an envelope, and mail it to B?  If not, why not? 
 
RESPONSE 
 

a.-g.  This customer referenced (and referred to as “A”) in this set of  questions 

does not send a fax.  This customer receives a doctor’s order (or prescription) via fax. 

Upon receipt of the electronic document, the file is presented to the USPS EPM Server 

for authentication through a customized application which was developed and 

integrated into the customer’s business process.  After authentication of the document, 

the customer’s fulfillment process, including billing, can be initiated.  Prior to integrating 

the customized application with USPS EPM functionality, I believe the customer’s 

business process was that it received the fax and directly processed the order without 

authentication.  Due to the urgency to get the product to the patient, using mail for this 

purpose generally is not considered suitable. 

 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
OCA/USPS-RT1-27.  An example of a “second customer’s” use of Electronic Postmark 
(EPM) is given at page 12 of your testimony at lines 1 – 4. 
a. What is the nature of the customer’s business? 
b. Will the Worker Compensation claim forms be sent to another entity or entities?   
If so, what is the nature of the other entities? 
c. Before the availability of EPM, did businesses like this (i.e., the “second 
customer’s” business) often use mail to achieve what is now done through EPM?  If not, 
why not? 
d. Would hardcopy mail be a good substitute for the second customer’s use of 
EPM?  If not, why not?  How could the second customer use mail to achieve 
comparable results? 
e. For the doctor example set forth at page 12, l. 6 – 11, you emphasize that the 
doctors “keep this record” and “don’t forward it to anyone.”  However, you do not make 
the same claim for the second customer.  Is that because the second customer does 
forward the Worker Compensation forms to another entity?  If not, then please explain. 
 
 
RESPONSE  
 
a.  The customer's business is a Managed Care Utilization Review Office 

b.  Yes - A third-party administrator 

c.  I ’m not clear on what is meant by saying “done through EPM,” but I do not know how 

businesses like these previously authenticated electronic files. 

D . No.  The EPM provides third-party authentication of electronic files. 

e.  Yes. 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS FOTI 
TO INTERROGATORIES OF THE OCA 

 
 
OCA/USPS-RT1-28.  Please refer to the 3 examples set forth on page 12 of your 
testimony.  Isn’t it correct that businesses that want to prove they have not altered a 
document could print the document, seal it in an envelope, address to themselves, have 
it postmarked by mailing it, and keep the unopened envelope as proof that the 
document contained in the envelope had not been modified since the time of mailing? 
a. If not, why not? 
b. Are you aware of current examples of such mail use?  If so, please describe your 
understanding of this practice. 
c. Are you aware of past examples of such mail use?  If so, please describe your 
understanding of this practice. 
 
 
RESPONSE  
 
a.-c.  I am familiar with anecdotes suggesting the process you describe as a means by 

which aspiring writers, inventors, and the like could prove the existence of their written 

work product at a given date.  I am personally unaware of any previous or current 

attempts to use this procedure, or, if there were any, whether this process was viewed 

as satisfactory proof of anything.  While this procedure conceivably could work for an 

individual with the need to “postmark” a relatively few pieces of work, it would seem 

totally unacceptable for any business with a significant volume of transactions to 

document.  Not only would there be the problem of storing and retrieving multiple 

copies, but the process may be viewed as susceptible to manipulation, and once the 

envelope is unsealed, the postmark can never again be used to prove anything. 
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